INSTRUCTIONS

1. Each and every operator of geothermal producing properties in the State of Texas shall file with the proper RRC District Office three (3) copies plus one additional copy for each gatherer shown on this form authorizing the gatherer(s) (whether himself or someone else) to transport the geothermal energy, natural gas or other minerals from the properties of such producer.

2. Authorization is required for each person or gatherer transporting geothermal energy, natural gas or other minerals from a geothermal lease.

3. Each operator shall file a separate form for each geothermal lease listing all authorized gatherers for this geothermal lease on one form. Effective date is required, to be shown on all changes, but not necessary on a new lease.

4. No geothermal energy, natural gas or other minerals shall be moved from a geothermal lease until this form is completed and filed with the proper RRC District Office.

After the RRC agent in charge has approved this form, two (2) copies will be retained by the RRC and the remaining copies will be distributed to the producer and to each gatherer.

5. After an operator has filed this form with the RRC, thereby establishing himself as the current operator, it shall bind said operator until cancelled by him or revoked by the RRC. A new Form GT-4 shall be filed if there is: (a) change in operator, (b) change in gatherer(s), (c) change in field name, (d) change in lease name, (e) consolidation or subdivision of lease(s), or (f) authorization to transport production has been cancelled by the RRC. (When consolidating or subdividing, attach to each copy of Form GT-4 and a Form P-6 with a BEFORE and AFTER plat of lease showing changes. Plat should show distance to lease line and between wells along with proration units assigned if acreage is in the field's allocation formula.)

6. If this form is filed because of or includes a change in operator name, the new operator will be the current operator and will execute this form. The proper lines under “Indicate Purpose of Filing” shall be checked and completed. Authorization to the gatherer(s) shall be by the new or current operator. The previous operator is required to execute the “Operator Name Change Acknowledgment” before the RRC records will be changed.

7. This authorization may be revoked by the RRC at any time for failure to comply with the oil and gas or geothermal conservation laws of the State of Texas and the rules, regulations and orders of the Railroad Commission of Texas.

NOTE: FILING OF FORM P-5 (ORGANIZATION REPORT) SHOWING EXACT OPERATING NAME IS REQUIRED FOR ALL NEW OPERATORS AND/OR ORGANIZATION CHANGES.